Hotel Summary:
Raki Raki, Fiji
Following is a selection of suggested hotels near Volivoli, Raki Raki Region in Fiji. We
provide these as a suggestion for you based on a good record with past guests who have
stayed there. Prices are approximate and are intended as a guide only. If one of these
options appeals to you please let us know and we can confirm pricing and availability.
Prices are in local currency (FJD) and will be converted to your cruise invoice currency on
quotation.

Wananavu Beach Resort
3 Stars
Set in picturesque surroundings, Wananavu’s
accommodation is designed for you to relax and feel
rejuvenated by your tropical holiday. Wananavu’s
34 bures, or cottage suites, and Villa Vanua are all
beautifully appointed, tastefully decorated and have a
distinctively Fijian feel.
For you to be able to escape from the modern world
and truly relax, the bures do not have TV or radio,
allowing guests to unwind completely and surrender
themselves to the rare art of relaxing.
Each bure offers all modern facilities and tastefully designed with a timber floor, artwork,
en-suite bathroom, mini bar, tea & coffee, hairdryer, fan and air conditioning.
Prices from: $ 735 (Double Beach Front Bure) or $ 460 (Double Garden View Bure)

Tanoa Raki Raki Hotel
4 Stars
The hotel is located two minutes from the distinctive
and quaint rural township of Rakiraki. This means half
way between Nadi and Suva and is therefore the
gateway to the Northern outer island resorts.

The hotel offers 24 well-appointed Fiji rooms that all have individually controlled air
conditioning units for your comfort. Complimented with showers or bath tubs, the rooms
are furnished for a comfortable tropical vacation. The hotel also offers 4 family rooms,
each interconnecting to superior or deluxe room accommodation - so there is space for
the entire family.
Prices from: $ 224 (Single Superior Room)
For more information or price quotes, please contact our reservations team:
info@sirenfleet.com.

